Questions for Wednesday, 11th January 2017
Set by: IT

Question Reader: All parts of the answer shown in Bold Face are required. Parts shown in ordinary type are not
essential, but if given incorrectly will mean that the answer is wrong; for example, if the answer shown is “Tom
Watson”, “Watson” would be a correct answer, but “John Watson” would be incorrect. Parts shown in italics
are purely explanatory and are not required. If the answer offered is incomplete (for example, “Roosevelt” for
“Theodore Roosevelt”), you may, at your discretion, ask the person answering to expand the answer.
In the event of any problem, three spare questions can be found on the final sheet.

When you are ready to start reading the questions, proceed to the next page
Press Page Up or Page Down to move between rounds (or half-rounds for team questions)

Individual Round 1
1.

Of the elements with a single-letter chemical symbol, which has the highest atomic
number?

Uranium

2.

What did Matthew Arnold describe as ‘That sweet city with her dreaming spires’?

Oxford

3.

Which charity was formerly known as the National Marriage Guidance Council?

Relate

4.

To whom did Eric Morecambe address the remark, ‘In the second movement, not too heavy André Previn
on the banjos’?

5.

Which four-letter word can mean both ‘remained’ and ‘departed’?

Left

6.

During the shooting of which film did Marilyn Monroe reportedly take 47 takes to say the
line, ‘It’s me: Sugar’?

Some Like It Hot

7.

What caused the cancellation of the 1967 RAC Rally and the 2001 Cheltenham National
Hunt Festival?

Foot-and-Mouth Disease

8.

Sharing a name with his father, which boxer held the British middleweight title between
March and September 2016?

Chris Eubank Jr.

9.

Whose autobiography Born to Run topped the best-seller charts in October 2016?

Bruce Springsteen

In 1963, who shot and seriously wounded the Governor of Texas, John Connally?

Lee Harvey Oswald (allegedly)

10.

Team Round 2: A Round on Pubs
1.

British Pubs
a) Once featured in a series of advertisements for Everest double glazing, what is the highest
pub in England?
b) Which is the only property on a standard British Monopoly board that is named after a pub?

Tan Hill Inn
The Angel Islington

c) The setting for a novel by Daphne du Maurier, which famous coaching inn is situated near
the hamlet of Belventor on Bodmin Moor?
2. Pubs on the Radio
a) Who is the landlady of The Bull at Ambridge?

Jamaica Inn

b) In which series, first broadcast in 1978, does a pub customer demand, ‘Six pints of bitter.
And quickly. The world’s about to end’?
c) In which village was The Sailor’s Arms kept by Mary Ann Sailors and her grandson Sinbad
who dreamt of marrying Gossamer Beynon?
3. Crime in Pubs
a) In which Whitechapel pub did Ronnie Kray shoot and kill George Cornell?

The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy
Llareggub (in Under Milk Wood)

b) Who was reportedly killed by Ingram Frizer in a tavern brawl on 30th May 1593?
c) Who shot and killed David Blakeley outside the Magdala public house in Hampstead in
1955?
4. Pub Games
a) Which once-popular pub game involving a chained ball has the alternative name Devil
Amongst the Tailors?
b) Spell the name of the line behind which a darts player must stand when throwing at the
board.
c) The ancient game of Ringing the Bull, in which a player attempts to swing a metal ring hung
on a cord onto a hook attached to a wall, can still be played in which Nottingham pub?

Jolene Rogers

Blind Beggar
Christopher Marlowe
Ruth Ellis

Table Skittles
O C H E (pronounced OCKY)
Ye Olde Trip to Jerusalem

Team Round 2 (Continued)
5. Pubs in Film
a) In which 1973 film does Sergeant Howie stay at the Green Man on the remote Hebridean
island of Summerisle?
b) Who demanded of the landlord of The Crow & Crown, ‘We want the finest wines available to
humanity. And we want them here, and we want them now!’?
c) In which film do survivors of a zombie apocalypse take shelter in The Winchester pub, which
they later set on fire in an attempt to escape?
6. Pubs on TV
a) Who regularly drank ‘Chateau Thames Embankment’ at Pomeroy’s Wine Bar?
b) Which sitcom written by and starring Craig Cash and Phil Mealey was set in The Grapes, a
small pub in Stockport?
c) What was the name of the bar kept by Whoopi Goldberg’s character Guinan (GUY-NAN) in
Star Trek: The Next Generation?
7. Pubs in Song
a) In 1980, which group demanded Two Pints of Lager and a Packet of Crisps Please?
b) ‘I met a gin-soaked bar-room queen in Memphis’ is the opening line of which song?
c) What tragic situation featured in the title of a 1959 hit by Slim Dusty, the first by an
Australian to earn a gold disc?
8. Pubs in Literature
a) Several pubs in the Wetherspoon chain are named The Moon Under Water after an ideal
fictional pub described in a 1946 essay by which author?
b) Raconteur Mr Mulliner holds court in The Angler’s Rest in a series of short stories by which
author?
c) Appearing in four of Shakespeare’s plays, who was the landlady of The Boar’s Head,
frequented by Falstaff and his disreputable cronies?

The Wicker Man
Withnail (in Withnail and I)
Shaun of the Dead

Rumpole (of the Bailey)
Early Doors
Ten Forward

Splodgenessabounds
Honky Tonk Women (Rolling
Stones)
A Pub With No Beer

George Orwell
P. G. Wodehouse
Mistress (Nell) Quickly

Individual Round 3
1.

Which carpentry joint is formed from two pieces of wood each bevelled at forty-five
degrees to produce a right angle as, for example, at the corner of a picture frame?

Mitre

2.

Which cricket fixture was last played in Scarborough in September 1962?

Gentlemen vs. Players

3.

What is Donald Trump’s middle name?

John

4.

Who kidnapped the offspring of Pongo and Perdita?

Cruella de Vil

5.

Which five-letter word can mean the angle of the blades of a propeller, a position occupied Pitch
by a sales person, or a resinous material?

6.

Which infamous spendthrift featured on the pictorial cover of The Smiths’ Heaven Knows
I’m Miserable Know?

Viv(ian) Nicholson

7.

Who is the regular presenter of Sounds of the 80s on Radio 2?

Sara Cox

8.

By mass, what is the most abundant element in the human body?

Oxygen (about 65%)

9.

Which word completes this classic insult from Monty Python and the Holy Grail, ‘Your
mother was a hamster, and your father smelt of ....’?

Elderberries

10.

Which item of equipment used in athletics must be between 28 and 30 centimetres long
with a circumference of 12 to 13 centimetres, and must weigh at least 50 grams?

Relay Baton

Team Round 4
1. The House of Commons
a) Which Speaker of the House of Commons carried a thimble in his pocket to remind him of
his apprenticeship as a tailor?
b) What is the name of Boris Johnson’s younger brother, the MP for Orpington?
c) Who was the longest-serving Leader of the Opposition in British political history?
2. 1970s TV
a) What was the occupation of Jaime Summers before the skydiving accident that led to her
becoming the Bionic Woman?
b) Who claimed that his train was variously delayed by a defective axle at Wandsworth, a
badger eating a junction box at New Malden, and an escaped puma at Chessington North?
c) ‘Do not despise the snake for having no horns, for who is to say it will not become a dragon’
were the repeated opening words of which series, based on a classic Chinese novel?
3. Movie Taglines Identify the film from its tagline.
a) You don’t get to 500 million friends without making a few enemies. (2010)

Bernard Weatherill
Jo(seph) Johnson
Neil (Lord) Kinnock

Tennis Pro(fessional)
Reginald (Reggie) Perrin
The Water Margin

The Social Network

b) Check in. Unpack. Relax. Take A Shower. (1960)

Psycho

c) Collide with destiny. (1997)

Titanic

4. With a Little Help from My Friends
a) Who joined ELO to give them their first UK No. 1 with Xanadu?

Olivia Newton-John

b) Who joined Elton John to give him a first UK No. 1 with Don’t Go Breaking My Heart?

Kiki Dee

c) Who joined Rihanna to give her a first UK No. 1 with Umbrella?

Jay-Z

Team Round 4 (Continued)
5.
a)

Rivers
Which water course is formed by the confluence of the Tigris and Euphrates?

b) Actually consisting of 1864 islands, the archipelago known as Thousand Islands lies in which
river?
c) Which river is nicknamed ‘China’s sorrow’ because of its tendency to flood with devastating
consequences?
6. OED Words of the Year—2016
a)
Reflecting the current climate in which lies go unquestioned, what hyphenated term was the
OED’s Word of the Year for 2016?
b) Which word on the 2016 short list is an untranslatable Danish word, roughly meaning a
quality of cosiness, comfort, and familiarity that engenders a feeling of contentment?
c) Which of the shortlisted words means an extreme fear of clowns?
7. A is to B as C is to ...
Complete the following.
a) Benedict Cumberbatch is to Martin Freeman as Johnny Lee Miller is to ...
b) Apple is to Siri as Microsoft is to ...
c) January is to Gregorian as Nissan is to ...
8. RIP 2013
a) Which noted journalist and TV personality died on board the cruise ship MS Queen Elizabeth
on 31st August 2013?
b) Which former politician died in the Ritz Hotel on 8th April 2013?
c) At which actor and comedian’s funeral did a floral tribute spell out the words ‘Bye-de-Bye’
(BYE-DEE-BYE)?

Shatt el Arab or Arvand Rud
Saint Lawrence
Yellow River/Huang He

Post-Truth
Hygge (Hhw-Guh)
Coulrophobia

Lucy Liu (Holmes/Watson)
Cortana (personal-assistant
software)
Hebrew/Jewish (1st month of
calendar)
David Frost
Margaret Thatcher
Paul Shane

(Second Half) Individual Round 5
1.

What name is shared by the most populous cities in the states of Maine and Oregon,
neither of which is the state capital?

Portland

2.

In mathematics, what term is used for any real number that cannot be expressed as a ratio
of two integers? Examples include pi, e, and the square root of two.

Irrational (number)

3.

In April 2015, the Pan-American Health Organization announced that which childhood
disease has been eradicated from the Americas?

Rubella or German Measles

4.

Which eight-letter portmanteau word describes the provision of luxury accommodation
under canvas?

Glamping (from glamour and
camping)

5.

What name is shared by the actor who plays the title role in the TV series Father Brown and Mark Williams
the twice world-champion snooker player known as ‘The Welsh potting machine’?

6.

Lettering on which commonplace objects must, by law, appear in the K-Type Charles
Wright typeface?

Car Number Plates/Vehicle
Registration Plates (owte)

7.

In which role with the Glasgow Herald did Alex Salmond succeed former Foreign Secretary
Robin Cook?

Racing Tipster

8.

Which is the only town in the UK whose name is shared by colleges at both Cambridge and
Oxford universities?

Pembroke

9.

Stephen Hawking, Leonard Nimoy, Adam West, and Buzz Aldrin have all made cameo
appearances in which popular US TV sitcom?

The Big Bang Theory

10.

Previously known as ‘Smith’s Patent Germ Bread’, what was renamed with a contraction of
a Latin phrase meaning ‘the strength of man’?

Hovis (from hominis vis)

Team Round 6
1. Brands
a) Which retailer owns the electronics brands Alba and Bush, as well as the toy brand Chad
Valley?
b) Which troubled retailer owns the Slazenger, Dunlop, and Donnay brands of sporting goods?
c) In November 2016, plans were announced to open a chain of low-cost coffee shops selling
drinks for £1, under which familiar brand name?
2. American Theatre
a) Who won the 1984 Pulitzer Prize for his play Glengarry Glen Ross?
b) ‘I am, George ... I am’ are the last words of which 1962 play by Edward Albee?
c) The Stage Manager is a principal character in which 1938 play by Thornton Wilder, normally
performed on an almost-bare stage and without props?
3. 20th Century British Inventions
a) Its producer is now the largest-volume bicycle manufacturer in Britain; which folding bicycle
is based on a design patented by Andrew Ritchie in 1979?
b) Having designed the undercarriage for the Spitfire, which former aeronautical engineer
patented a lightweight folding baby buggy made from aluminium tubing?
c) Which now-common orthopaedic implant was invented by Manchester surgeon Sir John
Charnley in the early 1960s?
4. Speed 1, 2, and 3
a) In the 1994 film Speed, what speed does the bus have to maintain to prevent a bomb
exploding?
b) The 1997 sequel Speed 2: Cruise Control was set aboard what type of vehicle?
c) In the Father Ted episode Speed 3, who was driving the milk float that had to maintain a
speed of 4 mph in order to prevent a bomb exploding?

Argos
Sports Direct
Easyjet

David Mamet
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
Our Town

Brompton Bicycle
Owen Maclaren
Artificial Hip or Hip Replacement
(or wtte)
50 mph
Cruise Ship/Liner
Father Dougal

Team Round 6 (Continued)
5. Three in One
a) Who was the first of the three monarchs to reign during the year 1483?
b) In which year of the 20th Century were there three popes in office?
c) Name any of the three Presidents of the USA who were in office during 1881?
6. Rocking Ladies
a) Beth Gibbons is the singer and lyricist of which English group?
b) Who, at various times, provided lead vocals for The Great Society, Jefferson Airplane, and
Starship?
c) Once nicknamed ‘Spit the Dog’, who is the lead singer of the Scottish rock band Texas?
7. Satnav Sports
a) S1 1DA

Edward IV
1978 (Paul VI, John Paul I and
John Paul II)
Rutherford B. Hayes, James A.
Garfield, or Chester A. Arthur
Portishead
Grace Slick
Sharleen Spiteri

Which major sporting venues might you reach by setting your satnav to ...
The Crucible (Sheffield)

b) CF10 1NS
c) NW8 9QN
8. Teddy Bears
a) Who owns a teddy bear called Alan Measles?

Principality Stadium (accept The
Millennium Stadium)
Lord’s Cricket Ground

Grayson Perry

b) What was the name of the teddy bear owned by Sebastian Flyte in Brideshead Revisited?

Aloysius

c) On 13th October 2008, Google changed its logo to a Google Doodle celebrating the 50th
birthday of which bear?

Paddington

Individual Round 7: All

the answers in this round end with the letter X.

1.

In 2012, which company gave 150,000 of its products free of charge to athletes competing
in the London Olympics?

Durex

2.

What term is used for a change in the apparent position of an object resulting from a
change in the position of the observer?

Parallax

3.

Which G. I. (GEE EYE) indicates the effect of a particular food on a person’s blood-sugar
levels?

Glycaemic Index

4.

A collision between the explosive-laden SS Mont Blanc and the SS Imo in 1917, led to a
devastating explosion that destroyed a large area of which Canadian provincial capital?

Halifax (Nova Scotia)

5.

Produced by creatures of the genus Apis, what natural substance is also known as cera alba Beeswax
(SEE-RAH ALBA)?

6.

In ballet, what French term is used for a dance for two people?

Pas de deux

7.

What was the name of Gandalf’s horse in Lord of the Rings?

Shadowfax

8.

In Greek mythology, which nymph was turned into hollow water reeds, which were cut and Syrinx
made into the first set of Pan pipes?

9.

What is the stage name of singer Susan Janet Ballion?

Siouxsie Sioux (SOO-ZEE SOO)

10.

In cookery, what term is used for the heated mixture of fat and flour used to thicken
sauces such as béchamel?

Roux

Team Round 8
1. Switched-On Folk
a) Which electric folk group released the 1969 album Liege and Leif, voted the most influential
folk album of all time by BBC Radio 2 listeners?
b) In 1973, the 16th-century Latin carol Gaudete (GOW-DAY-TAY) was an unlikely top-twenty
Christmas hit for which electric folk group?
c) Roger (formerly Jim) McGuinn was the only constant member of the ever-changing line-up
of which group that pioneered the folk-rock genre?
2. Falls
a) 100 metres wide and with a drop of 45 metres, Dettifoss is the largest waterfall in which
country?
b) Which major series of falls, with a span of 2.7 km, lies on the edge of the Paraná plateau on
the border between Brazil and Argentina?
c) The Bridal Veil Falls form part of which larger system of waterfalls?
3. King’s Cross Station
a) Who is sometimes claimed to have been buried on a site that now lies between Platforms 9
and 10 of King’s Cross Station?
b) Which item, partially embedded in a wall, appears below a sign for Platform 9¾?
c) What is the lowest numbered platform on King’s Cross Station?
4. Caves
a) The River Axe emerges from which cave complex in the Mendip Hills near Wells in
Somerset?
b) Discovered in 1879, which cave near the town of Santillana del Mar in northern Spain is
noted for its prehistoric wall art?
c) The Carlsbad Caverns National Park is in which US state?

Fairport Convention
Steeleye Span
The Byrds

Iceland
Igazu Falls
Niagara Falls

Boudica/Boadicea/Buddug
A Luggage Trolley
Platform 0 (Zero)

Wookey Hole
Altamira
New Mexico

Team Round 8 (Continued)
5. Swords
a) Who fought the Moors with swords named Colada and Tizona?

El Cid or Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar

b) Its tip blunted and squared to symbolize mercy, Curtana or Sword of Mercy plays a
significant role in which ceremony?
c) A giant sword is unsheathed and sheathed three times to symbolise peace during the
ceremony of the Chairing the Bard at which annual cultural festival?
6. Textiles
a) In which process are cotton fibres treated with a solution of caustic soda to improve their
strength and lustre?
b) Acid, Direct, Disperse, Vat, and Reactive are categories of which substances used in textile
manufacture?
c) Which fabric is named after the French word for ‘caterpillar’, whose fur it is supposed to
resemble?
7. Golden Girls of Sport
a) Known as the ‘Golden Girl of British Athletics”, who won a silver medal at 400 meters at the
1968 Olympics, but tragically died of cancer at the age of 22 in 1970?
b) Nicknamed ‘Golden Girl’, Trina Gulliver has won ten world titles since 2001 in which sport?

Coronation (of English
Kings/Queens)
Welsh National Eisteddfod

c) Which ‘Golden Girl’ of Australian athletics won four Olympic gold medals between 1956 and
1964, in addition to setting world records at distances from 60 metres to 440 yards?
8. The Eye
a) What is the name of the pigmented oval area near the middle of the retina that is
responsible for high-resolution vision and which often deteriorates in old age?
b) What is the more familiar two-word term for the condition known as amblyopia?

Betty Cuthbert

c) Elevated pressure within the eye is associated with which disease that can lead to loss of
sight if left untreated?

Mercerization
Dye(stuff)s
Chenille

Lillian Board
Darts

Macula
Lazy Eye
Glaucoma

Beer Round
1.
a) The full name of which chart-topping female singer is an anagram of “naked ladies”

Adele Adkins

b) What score in tennis is known as a bagel?

Six–Love (6:0)

c) Which African country was formerly known as Dahomey?

Benin

2.
a) The full name of which chart-topping female singer is an anagram of “woken obscenely”?
b) According to Jack Kramer, who ruined English tennis for several generations because young
players tried unsuccessfully to copy his freakish forehand style, adapted from table-tennis?
c) Which African country was formerly known as Upper Volta?

Beyoncé Knowles
Fred Perry
Burkina Faso

Spare Questions
1.

What unusual forename is shared by a son of Kate Winslett and a son of Jamie Oliver?

Bear (Bear Blaze and Buddy Bear
Maurice)

2.

What name is shared by an island in the Inner Hebrides and the red dumper truck that
assists Bob the Builder?

Muck

3.

Which is the only country in the Americas in which more than 25% of the population are
Hindus?

Guyana

